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05-Feb-21 6.1.1

Precept Commitment 1: 

Continue to prioritise increased investment into neighbourhood policing building back 

the non-partner funded PCSO numbers to establishment of 566.

PCC/Mayor Nov-21 Ongoing

05-Feb-21 6.1.2

Precept Commitment 2: 

6.1.2 That all new recruitment seeks to increase the number of people from BAME and 

other under-represented groups to ensure that the Force is representative of the 

communities in West Yorkshire.

PCC/Mayor Nov-21 Ongoing

05-Feb-21 6.1.3

Precept Commitment 3:

That the PCC provides ongoing assurance about the resilience of the reserves position 

going forward and that where possible additional savings are considered towards 

building up future reserves.   

PCC/Mayor Nov-21 Ongoing

05-Feb-21 6.1.4

Precept Commitment 4:

Commitment to early discussion with the Panel about any public budget consultation to 

ensure that the outcomes are clear and robust

PCC/Mayor Nov-21 Ongoing

07-Feb-20 7.6.1
The PCC to report back in due course on collaboration, associated savings and other blue 

light initiatives 
PCC Feb-22

Report back later in year - to be included as part of the precept 

report
Ongoing

09-Oct-20 6.16.2

That the PCC provide information on the numbers of mobile finger print scans 

along with case studies which would show that the use of this technology can be 

beneficial to the community.

PCC Mar-22
Evaluation currently taking place. Some delay due to meeting 

postponement.  
Ongoing

22-Jan-21 5.21.2
Panel to continue to monitor and share information with CSPs on the impact of the 

changes to the nature of ASB
PCP/CSPs Mar-22

Panel members to continue dialgue with CSP colleauges and 

revisit this when Poice and Crime Plan is finalised
Ongoing

22-Jan-21 5.21.1

Raise the benefits of working across a wider geography and developing WY wide 

strategies which are implemented in an integrated way the with PCC and promote this 

under the new Mayoral arrangements

PCP Dec-21
To be considered as part of the development of the Mayor's new 

Police and Crime Plan 
Complete

19-Mar-21 6.6.1
The PCC agreed to make contact with the Road Safety Partnership Manager to discuss 

access to decision makers.  
Mayor Dec-21

The Mayor assured Panel that she would be looking into the 

arrangements for Road Safety going forward.  Update to be 

included in Dec DQ

Complete

17-Dec-21 5.4.1
Panel noted the outcome of the PEEL  report, congratulated WYP on their 

achievements, and acknowledged the identified areas for improvement
Mayor

Added to forward agenda plan for April for further report back on 

actions
Complete

17-Dec-21 8.18.2
That the Mayor considers Panel comments as the draft Police and Crime Plan is further 

revised
Mayor Jan-22 Ongoing

12/01/2022 1
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17-Dec-21 12.3.1

That the revised draft Police and Crime Plan is circulated to Panel members as soon as 

possible to ensure they have sufficient time to consider it before providing final 

recommendations at the meeting in January

Mayor Jan-22 Ongoing

12/01/2022 2


